Copper radiopharmaceuticals for theranostic applications.
The growing advancement in nuclear medicine challenges researchers from several different fields to integrate imaging and therapeutic modalities in a theranostic radiopharmaceutical, which can be defined as a molecular entity with readily replaceable radioisotope to provide easy switch between diagnostic and therapeutic applications for efficient and patient-friendly treatment of diseases. For such a reason, the diagnostic and therapeutic potential of all five medical radionuclides of copper have thoroughly been investigated as they boost the hope for development of successful radiotheranostics. To facilitate the mutual understanding between all different specialists working on this multidisciplinary field, we summarized the recent updates in copper-based nuclear medicine, with specific attention to the potential theranostic applications. Thereby, this review paper is focused on the current achievements in the copper-related complementary fields, such as synthetic and nuclear chemistry, biological assessment of radiopharmaceuticals, design and development of nanomaterials for multimodal theranostic implications. This work includes: i) description of available copper radionuclide production methods; ii) analyses of the synthetic strategies for development of improved copper radiopharmaceuticals; iii) summary of reported clinical data and recent preclinical studies from the last five years on biological applicability of copper radiopharmaceuticals; and iv) illustration of some sophisticated multimodal nanotheranostic agents that comprise several imaging and therapeutic modalities. Significant advancement can be seen in the synthetic procedures, which enables the broader implication of pretargeting approaches via bioorthogonal click reactions, as well as in the nanotechnology methods for biomimetic construction of biocompatible multimodal copper theranostics. All this gives the hope that personalized treatment of various diseases can be achieved by copper theranostics in the near future.